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Abstract

This paper presents the results of a user study which quantifies the relative and absolute quality of example-based texture
synthesis algorithms. In order to allow such evaluation, a list of texture properties is compiled, and a minimal representative
set of textures is selected to cover these. Six texture synthesis methods are compared against each other and a reference on a
selection of twelve textures by non-expert participants (N = 67). Results demonstrate certain algorithms successfully solve the
problem of texture synthesis for certain textures, but there are no satisfactory results for other types of texture properties. The
presented textures and results make it possible for future work to be subjectively compared, thus facilitating the development of
future texture synthesis methods.

1. Introduction

Exemplar-based texture synthesis has numerous applications across
computer graphics, such as inpainting, rendering, and manufactur-
ing. Thirty years of research has resulted in a wide array of ap-
proaches. However, texture quality can be subjective, and indepen-
dent evaluation of known methods is lacking. There is currently no
structured way of evaluating the quality of texture synthesis algo-
rithms, making it difficult to gain an understanding of which meth-
ods perform better, and under which circumstances.

In this work, a method for analyzing textures is proposed and
used in a subjective experiment involving six representative tex-
ture synthesis methods and a reference (figure 1). A minimal set of
twelve textures is created for this evaluation. These textures have
been selected by compiling a list of 21 properties, and choosing
textures such that the full range of each property is covered. This
allows the analysis of texture synthesis quality for specific texture
properties.

The benefit of this work is twofold: First, this work is the first
to compare texture synthesis algorithms in a subjective study on
textures selected to represent the wide variability of all textures.
Statistically significant preferences are identified for algorithms, as
well as over individual textures. Second, we offer a minimal set of
textures with which future work may be subjectively compared, to
promote the quality enhancement of future texture synthesis algo-
rithms.

2. Background and Motivation

Texture Synthesis algorithms are typically compared on a small
sample, possibly resulting in inconsistent evaluations of new meth-

ods and the misunderstanding of method properties. This work
identifies textures which cover a wide range of properties, and uses
them to synthesize outputs with six representative algorithms. A
study using these outputs finds statistically significant user prefer-
ences between methods.

Unlike general images, textures must satisfy stationarity and lo-
cality. The first criterion requires any two patches to be visually
similar, and the second criterion requires that any pixel be only
related to a small set of neighboring pixels. As these criteria are
satisfied to different degrees (for example a uniform noise image
satisfies them perfectly), so must texture synthesis algorithms be
able to handle textures with limited locality, stationarity, and other
properties.

Many texture synthesis algorithms have been devised over the
past 30 years [WLKT09], with a focus on various aspects: quality,
speed, parallelism, use for animation, manufacturing quality, and
others. In this paper, we focus on the quality of the synthesized tex-
ture. Despite attempts to quantify synthesized texture quality via
texture energy metrics [KSE∗03] or image statistics [Bal06], tex-
ture quality remains a subjective notion because optimizing these
metrics does not guarantee textures of high visual quality [JFA∗15].
However, no independent comparative user study has been per-
formed to assess texture synthesis algorithms.

Several texture datasets have been previously created to demon-
strate and evaluate texture synthesis: Brodatz Textures [Bro66],
VisTex Textures [Gra95], DeBonet Textures [DB97], Colored Bro-
datz [ADC13], the PSU Near-Regular Texture Database [LL05],
Simoncelli Textures [PS00], and many others. See Hossain and
Serikawa [HS13], and Bianconi and Fernández [BF14] for a
complete survey of Texture Databases. None of these cover the
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(a) reference (b) resynthesizer (c) quilting (d) self-tuning (e) LazyFluids (f) Ashikhmin (g) CNNMRF

Figure 1: The smarties texture synthesized with selected methods, ordered by user preference

full range of published texture properties [Lou90, FH93, KSS97,
LFTG97, BFH∗98, FvDF∗93] which the various methods claim to
handle.

Texture synthesis quality evaluation is an inherently subjective
problem. In order to clarify it, various schemes have focused on a
subset of textures, by classifying textures by properties, so that ap-
propriate synthesis algorithms may be created for specific applica-
tions. Some of the proposed classification schemes are the contin-
uous texture spectrum from regular to stochastic [LHW∗04a], and
the A-score and G-score of Liu, Lin, and Hays [LLH04], promoting
the creation of algorithms specifically for regular and near-regular
textures.

Comparative studies have been performed for tone-mapping
[LCTS05], inverse tone-mapping [BLD∗09], image retargetting
[RGSS10], and single image blind deblurring [LHH∗]. There
have also been comparative studies for texture synthesis, but only
through individual subjective evaluation with example textures on
which the algorithms do not fail [LHW∗04b].

2.1. Selected Texture Synthesis Algorithms

In order to provide a comparison across texture synthesis meth-
ods, six methods were chosen. The selected algorithms belong
to one of three categories: state-of-the-art methods with a focus
on quality [KNL∗15, JFA∗15, LW16], well-known historic meth-
ods [EF01, Ash01], and methods whose code is public and known
to be regarded, outside the research community, as useful and well-
performing [CR11, Ash01]. The method will be referred to by the
name described in brackets after its introduction in the following
sections.

Texture Synthesis by image quilting [EF01] (quilting) places
square subsamples of the exemplar onto the output texture, op-
timally choosing transitions by finding nearest matches accord-
ing to the overlap. Each overlapping region is then optimally cut
with a minimum cost path. Various implementation based on the
original paper are available at http://people.csail.mit.
edu/thouis/efros-freeman/.

Ashikhmin’s Natural Texture Synthesis [Ash01] (Ashikhmin)
is based on Wei and Levoy’s Texture Synthesis [WL00], where pix-
els are individually added row-by-row by finding the best matching
candidate according to the surrounding pixel similarity. Ashikhmin

improves this search by focusing on several candidates, thus en-
couraging verbatim copying instead of blurring. An implementa-
tion based on the original paper are available at http://www.
cs.utah.edu/~michael/tscode/.

Resynthesizer [CR11, Har05] is an open-source texture synthe-
sis plugin. In this algorithm, pixel values are chosen one at a time in
a random order. When choosing the value of a pixel, the n nearest
pixels that already have values are located, and the input image is
searched for a good match to the pattern these pixels form. Once
a good match is found, the appropriate pixel value is copied from
the input texture to the output. To increase quality, some earlier
chosen pixel values are re-chosen after later pixel values have been
chosen. The source code and precompiled binary are available at
http://www.logarithmic.net/pfh/resynthesizer.

Self Tuning Texture Optimization [KNL∗15] (self tuning) is
a general-purpose and fully automatic self-tuning non-parametric
texture synthesis method. Various parameters and weights are tuned
by focusing on three aspects of texture synthesis: irregular large
scale structures are faithfully reproduced through the use of au-
tomatically generated and weighted guidance channels, repetition
and smoothing of texture patches is avoided by new spatial uni-
formity constraints, and a smart initialization strategy is used in
order to improve the synthesis of regular and near-regular tex-
tures [LLH04] without affecting textures that do not exhibit reg-
ularities. The Matlab code is available from the authors.

LazyFluids Appearance Transfer [JFA∗15] (LazyFluids) ex-
tends Graphcut Textures [KSE∗03] which minimizes Texture En-
ergy

E(Z,X) = ∑
p∈X

min
q∈Z
||xp− zq||2 (1)

where Z is the source texture, and X is the output. However, this
is known to create an output image which matches only a portion
of the input, for example, blurred parts, and quality is highly de-
pendent on selected parameters. LazyFluids resolves these issues
by using a nearest-neighbor field to assure uniform source patch
usage.

CNNMRF [LW16] is based on Neural Style [GEB15], which
uses statistics of higher levels of a pre-trained Convolutional Neural
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Network, and iteratively adjusts a random noise image to match
the statistics of a texture exemplar. However, CNNMRF also fits a
Markov Random Field over neuron activations, in order to better
match the texture properties. The implementation code is available
at https://github.com/chuanli11/CNNMRF.

Note that Self Tuning [KNL∗15] and CNNMRF [LW16] require
hours for large textures, while the other algorithms run in seconds
or minutes. Exact times are not reported here because they vary
with implementations, and this work focuses on quality. For the
data used in the experiment, we performed synthesis for all algo-
rithms except LazyFluids. The code for this method is not public,
and synthesis was performed on our request by the authors of the
method.

3. Texture Dataset

This section describes the process taken to establish a small repre-
sentative set of textures. First, the shortcomings of the most popular
datasets and the goals of this dataset are discussed in section 3.1.
Then, texture properties are individually listed and explained in
section 3.2, and section 3.3 lists and shows chosen textures.

3.1. Dataset Goals

Previous texture datasets have been devised with various goals,
from the creation of comprehensive tileable textures for computer
games to demonstrations of artistic renderings. However, despite
the number and size of available datasets, none of them fulfill re-
quirements for a minimal set of textures which are representative of
known texture properties. None of these datasets attempt to cover
texture properties as listed below in a structured way.

Certain datasets contain non-textures as well as textures, making
them an interesting tool for understanding the inner workings and
limitations of texture synthesis algorithms. However, non-texture
images are not informative when assessing quality.

Most datasets contain more than 50 textures. This makes it chal-
lenging to perform a detailed evaluation, as evaluation requires hu-
man observation of the results. It also leads necessarily to manual
selection of representative textures when publishing, thereby mak-
ing it challenging to compare algorithms where authors have cho-
sen different exemplars.

Numerous datasets also lack the variety of properties which is
necessary for a robust evaluation: all textures are at the same scale,
at the same resolution, or produced with the same camera. This
creates a bias toward certain properties, making the results of algo-
rithm evaluation challenging to extrapolate.

Lastly, no existing application-independent texture dataset con-
tains exemplars as well as reference textures. By making this avail-
able, new methods of evaluation are possible, namely comparison
to a ground truth.

3.2. Texture Properties

Textures are expected to exhibit stationarity and local-
ity [WLKT09], but only a random noise image can satisfy

these perfectly. Texture synthesis algorithms must be able to han-
dle textures with varying locality, stationarity, and various other
properties described here, and in tables 1 and 2. Ordinal properties
are listed individually in sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.14, followed by
binary properties in section 3.2.15. The selection combines prop-
erties discussed in other texture synthesis publications. Whenever
possible, a clear definition of how each property is measured is
included, but in some cases it is subjective and relative.

3.2.1. Scale

Scale refers to the size of texture elements in relation to the size
of the entire example. Textures with a small repeating element are
considered fine-grained (low scale), such as the rough texture. Con-
versely, textures where the repeating element is large are consid-
ered blown-up (high scale), such as straw or green marble, where
certain texture elements continue across the entire texture. Further-
more, textures may be Multi-Scale, exhibiting texture elements at
various scales simultaneously. Note that this property is indepen-
dent of resolution.

3.2.2. Stochasticity

Stochasticity, or randomness, refers to the random variability
within a texture. This can be formulated as follows Given infor-
mation of other pixels in the texture, how predictable is another
pixel? Therefore, even textures which are entirely random globally
(such as the smarties texture, where each element is placed ran-
domly) do not exhibit perfect stochasticity, because nearby pixels
are likely to belong to the same texture element. Similarly, textures
where pixels are likely to change locally are not entirely stochastic
if the structure is periodic (regular), such as the grid texture.

3.2.3. Stationarity

Stationarity is the property which defines to what degree variance
is linked with neighborhood. A stationary pattern is similar to a lo-
cal pattern, in that texture elements are dependent on local pixel
neighborhoods. However, a non-stationary pattern may be local or
non-local, because both local and global underlying patterns can
affect pixels to varying degrees. Note that texture stationarity is in-
dependent of texture locality, because a non-stationary pattern may
simultaneously be highly local, such as the flow-guided texture ink.

3.2.4. Locality

Locality refers to the property of textures to depend on a local
neighborhood. Regular textures, those which fit onto a repeating
lattice, exhibit low locality, because pixel values depend on the en-
tire texture, such as the straw or grid textures. Textures exhibiting
locality are for example the blades and smarties textures, because
small neighborhoods are locally independent from the rest of the
texture.

3.2.5. Flow-guided

If a texture was generated in a process involving motion with some
continuity, it is said to be flow-guided. This property can be seen to
varying degrees, so the flow-guided property is ordinal, rather than
binary.

© 2017 The Author(s)
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Property Definition Low Mid High
Scale fine-grained(fine) to blown-up(coarse) rough ink pebbles
Stochasticity entirely deterministic to entirely random grid straw ink
Stationarity different regions are perceived to be similar smarties orange marble chicago
Locality pixel values depend on small neighborhood ink pebbles rough
Flow-guided generative process includes flow pebbles straw green marble
Shape variance shapes do not vary to wide shape variance grid smarties ink
Color variance color does not vary to high color variance blades green marble smarties
Natural natural versus simulated ink chicago orange marble
Absolute Texel size (resolution) number of pixels in a texel rough blades smarties
Texels per sample number of texels in example pebbles chicago blades
A-score appearance regularity chicago straw rough
G-score geometric regularity blades chicago grid
Scale variance variation in scale of elements within texture smarties ink green marble
Rotation texture rotation invariance grid straw blades
Example resolution tiny to huge straw ink smarties

Table 1: Ordinal properties of selected textures. Note that the noise and checkerboard textures are not required for completeness.

Property true false
Historic straw ink
Regular color, irregular shape pebbles chicago
Irregular color, regular shape smarties straw
Multi-scale chicago blades
Global variance green marble rough
Overlapping multiple textures chicago grid
Color blades straw

Table 2: Binary properties of selected textures

Texture Source Size

blades [ADC13] 640 × 640

grid [Bro66] 640 × 640

pebbles [Bro66] 640 × 640

rough [ADC13] 640 × 640

orange marble own work 1024 × 1340

green marble own work 657 × 876

straw [Bro66] 256 × 256

chicago [cre14] 2266 × 2267

ink own work 1281 × 653

smarties [Sch12] 3543 × 2362

checkerboard own work 256 × 256

noise own work 1000 × 1000

Table 3: Selected textures, with images of the exemplar. All textures
are freely available under various licenses at full resolution.

3.2.6. Shape Variance

Variance refers to variation of the shape of texture elements. For
example, the smarties texture has low shape variation of its ele-
ments, therefore exhibiting high regularity. Conversely, low shape
regularity or lack of shape altogether mean high shape variance,
such as textures ink or blades. Because this property is not related
to the concept of a loose lattice, it is different from the G-score of
section 3.2.11. However, whenever a loose lattice can be fitted onto
a texture, shape variance inversely corresponds to G-regularity.

3.2.7. Color Variance

Similarly to shape variance, color variance refers to the variation
of the color across elements of a texture. This can be attributed
to variability between elements, and variability within a given el-
ement. For example, the blades texture displays only two major
colors, with little variation while the smarties texture shows both
types of color variation.

3.2.8. Natural

This property refers to the degree to which a texture has been pro-
duced in a natural process, rather than being the product of a com-
puter simulation. The marble textures show unedited images of
stone, thus being entirely natural. The ink texture has been gener-
ated in an entirely artificial way. Others, such as chicago and smar-
ties are produced in a partly natural process, consisting of both a
repeatable generative process as well as an element of natural ran-
domness. This property, together with the Flow-guided property,
can serve as a helpful indicator of repeatability of texture synthe-
sis results across natural and synthetic textures. Because arbitrarily
large samples from synthetic textures can be drawn, it is a potential
benefit for texture synthesis algorithm development.

3.2.9. Absolute Texel Size

This property refers to the size in pixels of a repeating texture ele-
ment. This is included to shift focus from algorithms which work at
a given scale, and used to evaluate texture synthesis methods which
perform well on textures with repeating elements at any scale.

© 2017 The Author(s)
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3.2.10. Texels per Sample

The number of texels per sample refers to the repeating texture el-
ements of sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.9. These three properties are in-
evitably interlinked, and are listed here for completeness.

3.2.11. A-score and G-score

As introduced by Liu, Lin, and Hays [LLH04], Geometric (G) Reg-
ularity and Appearance (A) Regularity of near-regular textures pro-
vide a quantitative measure of deviation from a perfectly regular
texture in terms of shape, and color. These differ from shape vari-
ance and color variance defined earlier by requiring a texture to be
near-regular. Textures which cannot fit into a loose lattice struc-
ture, such as the smarties texture of figure 1 are not near-regular,
and therefore cannot have an A-score and G-score.

3.2.12. Scale Variance

The difference in scale between repeating elements in a texture.
For instance, the pebbles texture contains pebbles of varying size,
creating scale variance. On the other hand, the grid texture is scale
invariant, because texture elements are of constant size.

3.2.13. Example Resolution

The absolute pixel size of the example texture. Similarly to Abso-
lute Texel Size, this property enables the evaluation of algorithms
which can handle small as well as large example images. Table 3
shows selected texture resolutions.

3.2.14. Rotation

Texture Rotation refers to rotation invariance of repeatable texture
elements. If elements of a texture can be rotated, such as the ink tex-
ture, it exhibits high rotation. Conversely, if elements of the texture
cannot be rotated, such as the grid texture, rotation is low. Note that
this property does not refer to rotating the entire texture, because
this is always assumed to be possible.

3.2.15. Binary Properties

In addition to the ordinal properties discussed here, it is important
to consider certain categorical binary properties to quantify tex-
tures. The properties listed in table 2 are discussed in depth here, to
clarify and justify their definition and selection.

Historic textures were selected because various past publica-
tions have already demonstrated their performance on them in sets
of synthesized images available from the authors. Rather than re-
quiring some textures to be old, the purpose of this property is to
allow a clear link to past work.

The two combinations of color and shape variance and reg-
ularity have been included to match all four categories of near-
regular textures according to their A-score and G-score. This pro-
duces the classification of Liu, Lin, and Hays [LLH04], where near-
regular textures are divided into four types:

0 Regular Geometry, Regular Color
I Regular Geometry, Irregular Color
II Irregular Geometry, Regular Color

III Irregular Geometry, Irregular Color

As mentioned in section 3.2.1, Multi-scale textures contain tex-
ture elements at various scales, such that they interact with each
other. For example, the chicago texture demonstrates this property:
the road grid is a lower scale texture than the houses, but both of
these properties satisfy the properties required to be a texture.

Global variance is the property that texture elements differ ei-
ther by color or geometry across the texture in a global, predictable
manner. While this is at odds with the basic requirement for local-
ity, a texture demonstrating this property is included in the dataset
to judge how this affects texture synthesis algorithms.

An additional property of textures is that there may be a com-
bination of overlapping textures. Unlike Multi-resolution, this
property requires independence of the combined textures, instead
of interaction between a higher-scale repeating texture element
with a lower-scale one. The texture element may even be on the
same scale. The ink texture demonstrates this property, because
there are different independent overlapping generative processes
involved.

Finally, textures in both color and grayscale are included, to
facilitate testing of single-channel texture synthesis algorithms.
Single-channel texture synthesis algorithms can be applied on tex-
tures with three or more color channels as well, by simply convert-
ing colors to a single measure, or for certain methods by providing
a similarity metric. However, these results would be skewed by the
chosen color mapping, hence the benefit of providing two grayscale
textures (straw and pebbles). For work with single-channel meth-
ods, we recommend the method of Smith et al [SLTM08] which
produces accurate and perceptually preferred color to grayscale
conversions according to a prior comparative study [Č08].

3.3. Texture Selection

Textures were selected such that at least one covers the low, mid,
and high values of every ordinal property listed in table 1, and each
case of the binary properties 2. See Table 3 for exemplar images
and sources of these textures.

To allow an example and reference output to be produced from
the selected textures, it is required that a subimage of 1/3 width
and 1/3 height is a sufficient sample of the texture, as per figure 2.
Therefore, some popular textures which have been widely applied
by the community had to be discarded because such a small subim-
age did not contain a representative patch.

4. Experiment

This section describes the experimental method, including design,
materials and algorithm parameter configuration, and the proce-
dure. The interface source code and textures used in the exper-
iment are available at https://github.com/mrmartin/
ordering_study.

4.1. Design

The experiment compares six algorithmic methods across twelve
textures. The experiment is based around a ranking design based
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Figure 2: Process of selection of the input exemplar E and the ref-
erence output R from a square sample texture.

on similar experiments for HDR video compression comparisons
[MDBR∗16]. The ranking procedure can be seen in figure 3 where
a reference exemplar, acting as ground truth is presented. The par-
ticipant ranks the stimuli interactively according to how close to
the exemplar they believe the stimuli to be. Ranking gives partici-
pants the opportunity to be able to view all stimuli an equal number
of times, and be able to view them concurrently within a reason-
able amount of time reducing the fatigue associated to other design
choices such as pairwise comparisons. The texture variable corre-
sponds to a within-participants independent variable encompassing
the different texture stimuli. The method variable is also a within-
participants independent variable referring to the distinct texture
synthesis algorithms. The method variable also includes a hidden
reference besides the texture synthesis generated textures. The hid-
den reference is added to help identify differences between the ref-
erence and texture synthesis methods and to see how close these
are to the ground truth. The experimental question was explicitly
formulated to allow multiple interpretations, asking users to "Sort
[...] by how much they look like the original.", "Sort [...] by order of
realism.", and "Order [...] according to how similar to the reference
you think they are."

4.2. Materials

The selection of textures and texture synthesis algorithms for the
study has been guided by various constraints. First, in order to com-
pare synthesis outputs to a ground truth texture, it was necessary to
choose textures large enough to be divided into an input and out-
put sample. Furthermore, this output sample needed to be larger
than the input, in order to clearly demonstrate algorithmic proper-
ties. An output aspect ratio of 2 : 3 was chosen, and because it was
desirable to present all textures equally on one row, the number of
outputs was limited to seven, comprising the six methods and the
hidden reference (see user interface in figure 3).

The input and output images were generated by first taking a
texture, and cropping it to a square. Then, the top-left corner of 1/3
width and 1/3 height is extracted to give the exemplar. The right
band of 2/3 width and full height was used as the ground truth. See
figure 2.

All selected algorithms were run with the same parameters
across all textures, to simulate a non-expert user environment.

Default parameters were set according to the cited publications.
Note that certain algorithms required no tuning at all (self-tuning
and resynthesizer), while for some finding default configurations
was challenging and error-prone. Ashikhmin was executed in three
passes over a 7×7 neighborhood, and Quilting was performed with
a patch size half of the input, and left and top overlaps one third of
the input.

4.2.1. User Interface

Figure 3 shows the GUI used for selection. The experiment was run
entirely inside a browser to provide online availability; this permits
easy of use and the ability to recruit a wide variety of users with
various monitors, resolutions, preferences, and lighting conditions.
The GUI presents the exemplar as a ground truth reference in the
top center and the six methods plus hidden reference underneath.
The GUI allows the selection and movement of any of the stimuli
corresponding to the methods along the x-axis to be ordered ac-
cording to participant preferences.

The background is a neutral gray, and the user is requested to
maximize the window. All images scale to fill as much of the screen
as possible, and the aspect ratio between the input and output are
maintained.

4.3. Participants and Procedure

Participation was anonymous, and available to students at two inter-
national universities, and interested members of the public. Screen
resolution was recorded, and participants with less than HD 720p
were discarded. Participants who did not change the order of any
textures, and those who did not reach the end of the experiment
were discarded. In total, the subjective study was performed by 67
participants.

A mass e-mail was sent out to students and staff of two univer-
sities to recruit participants on a voluntary basis. Those who re-
sponded were sent a URL corresponding to the experiment. No
personal data was collected. The experiment was run entirely in
browser and results stored on a server.

5. Results and Analysis

Analysis was conducted using the non-parametric Kendall test for
Concordance. Kendall’s test for Concordance (W) provides a statis-
tic between 0 and 1 conforming to the agreement across partici-
pants. A W of 1 indicates perfect agreement among participants
and 0 means perfect disagreement. The overall W of this study is
0.402, which is compares well with other subjective ordering stud-
ies in Computer Graphics: 0.12 [LHH∗], 0.095 [RGSS10], 0.282
[BLD∗09]. W is also be tested for significance, and its p-value is
below 10−10 for every texture, due to the high number of partici-
pants [Gwe14].

Pairwise comparisons among all the methods for each of the tex-
tures were also conducted, these give an indication of whether there
are any significant differences across methods for a given texture or
in the overall experiment.

Results for each texture, as well as across all textures using col-
lapsed scores, are shown in table 4. The groupings in each row

© 2017 The Author(s)
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Figure 3: The experiment’s user interface. The textures can be reordered interactively, and the entire page scales up to maintain correct aspect
ratios between the reference and the synthesized textures.

demonstrate non-significant differences. Methods not grouped to-
gether indicate significant differences across those methods for that
particular texture.

Results on the noise and checkerboard textures serve as a sanity
check, verifying assumptions about the experiment. Consistently
with assumptions, the noise texture is easy to synthesize correctly,
because four out of six methods create results statistically indistin-
guishable from the reference. Results with the checkerboard texture
are visually clearest (this can be seen in figure 5), they show a very
high Kendall’s coefficient of concordance.

Other textures cause wide disagreement. This is possibly caused
by differing views on what constitutes an ideal output. For several
textures, participants consistently agree that the reference is not the
best (pebbles, rough, chicago, green marble). We hypothesize that
this is because the reference image contains greater variance than
the example, while synthesized textures closely match the inputs’
visual properties (figure 6).

There are seven textures for which some methods produce re-
sults not significantly worse than the reference (blades, pebbles,
ink, noise, green marble, orange marble, straw). The texture syn-
thesis methods for these textures may be broadly considered suc-
cessful.

Out of the remaining five textures (smarties, checkerboard, grid,
rough, chicago), two reference textures are evaluated as signifi-
cantly worse than synthesized outputs (rough, chicago), and in the

other three, the reference is significantly better than synthesized
textures.

5.1. Analysis of Texture Properties

There are three textures for which synthesis is not fully solved by
any of the evaluated methods. These are the smarties texture (fig-
ure 1), checkerboard (figure 5), and grid. These share some com-
mon properties: low-to-mid shape variance, mid-to-low stochastic-
ity, and low locality. These properties, together with complex shape
patterns, form patterns which are hard to recreate without consid-
ering the underlying generative process.

Low shape variance poses challenges which none of the algo-
rithms handle well. Regular texture elements are not replicated per-
fectly (figure 5) in the output, and a human observer readily iden-
tifies even minute flaws, so the relative perceived quality is signifi-
cantly worse than the reference.

The results demonstrate that numerous complex properties are
well handled by the top four methods: texel size, example reso-
lution, texels per sample, scale, scale variance, stochasticity, and
shape. Furthermore, the orderings of table 4 show constructive dis-
agreement among textures, demonstrating each offers novel infor-
mation. Therefore, they must exhibit uncorrelated properties, vali-
dating the selection of section 3.2.

Considering the shared properties of textures which are not well
synthesized, and the fact that reference images contain greater vari-
ance than the exemplar, the major focus of texture synthesis re-
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Texture ranks Kendall’s W

smarties reference resynthesizer quilting self tuning LazyFluids Ashikhmin CNNMRF 0.737

checkerboard reference self tuning quilting resynthesizer LazyFluids CNNMRF Ashikhmin 0.819

blades reference resynthesizer LazyFluids self tuning quilting Ashikhmin CNNMRF 0.44

grid reference quilting self tuning LazyFluids resynthesizer Ashikhmin CNNMRF 0.811

pebbles LazyFluids reference self tuning resynthesizer quilting Ashikhmin CNNMRF 0.461

ink self tuning LazyFluids reference resynthesizer Ashikhmin quilting CNNMRF 0.558

rough quilting resynthesizer self tuning LazyFluids reference Ashikhmin CNNMRF 0.447

chicago resynthesizer self tuning quilting LazyFluids reference Ashikhmin CNNMRF 0.619

noise reference LazyFluids quilting resynthesizer self tuning Ashikhmin CNNMRF 0.361

green marble self tuning LazyFluids reference resynthesizer quilting Ashikhmin CNNMRF 0.517

orange marble LazyFluids self tuning reference resynthesizer CNNMRF Ashikhmin quilting 0.266

straw self tuning quilting resynthesizer LazyFluids reference Ashikhmin CNNMRF 0.363

ALL reference self tuning resynthesizer LazyFluids quilting Ashikhmin CNNMRF 0.402

Table 4: Subjective ranks with Kendall W, for each texture separately, and over all textures. Ranks are from left to right. All orderings are
significant to p < 0.01, except orderings within each group. Kendall’s W coefficient of concordance ranges from 0 (no agreement) to 1
(complete agreement).

(a) resynthesizer (b) self-tuning (c) quilting (d) LazyFluids (e) reference (f) Ashikhmin (g) CNNMRF

Figure 4: The chicago texture synthesized with selected methods, ordered by user preference. Top row is the full synthesized texture as seen
by participants, and the bottom row is a center crop of size 1/4×1/4 of the full output.
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(a) reference (b) self-tuning (c) quilting (d) resynthesizer (e) LazyFluids (f) CNNMRF (g) Ashikhmin

Figure 5: The checkerboard texture, ordered by user preference

(a) reference (b) input (c) self-tuning

Figure 6: For this texture, the reference shows greater variance than
the exemplar, which is not replicated in synthesis

search should be regularity mapping, learning to replicate the tex-
ture’s generative process, and a structured approach to estimate
variability to increase it in the output.

5.2. Analysis of Algorithm Performance

Overall, the study showed that people prefer the quality of the ref-
erence over any algorithm, conclusively demonstrating that none
of the available algorithms in general produce convincing textures.
Nonetheless, when ordering algorithms in relation to each other,
self tuning is the best available method, and should be used in ap-
plications where quality is key.

Despite its simplicity, resynthesizer is indistinguishable from
the far more computationally intensive self tuning on nine out
of twelve textures, demonstrating that it is a powerful and flexi-
ble method, whose open-source implementation makes it ideal for
portability.

LazyFluids appears best at generating novel textures of the scale
of the exemplar, but does not perform well when generating a large
sample. Figure 4 shows the full-scale vs the details of the chicago
texture, revealing additional clues regarding method quality. Op-
timizing the quality metric of LazyFluids, which is an enhance-
ment of Texture Energy [KSE∗03], yield textures of comparatively
low quality. Therefore, these quality metrics are not appropriate for
quantitative quality evaluation.

Ashikhmin and CNNMRF have not performed as well as the
other methods. Although these methods are known to produce im-
pressive results, this demonstrates that their usefulness is limited

to certain textures, and that they require careful parameter selec-
tion. Despite being the oldest tested method, quilting was con-
sistently preferred over both of these, demonstrating the flexibility
with which it achieves quality.

6. Conclusion

The quality of existing texture synthesis algorithms has been quan-
tified by means of a subjective experiment, demonstrating that the
problem of example-based texture synthesis is not yet fully solved.
It appears there are types of textures and some texture properties
where existing algorithms fail; although certain types of texture
are found to be very well synthesized. The quality of previously
published methods has been validated, and new findings regard-
ing properties of textures which are not well synthesized have been
made.

A set of textures which are representative of the desired proper-
ties have been proposed, with the hope that the performance of any
method may be judged over all textures simply by observing results
on these. Nine of these textures can be considered solved by the
best algorithm, self tuning, and three show significant flaws with
all state-of-the-art methods, allowing for compact and straightfor-
ward analysis of new methods.

A shortcoming of our final analysis is that the collapsed scores
assume equal weight across the selected textures, but in reality
this weighting is application-specific. We have attempted to allow
application-specific analysis by showing rankings for each texture,
but the overall ranking will not be representative of all applications.
A limitation of the current work is that all participants were shown
the same rendering, but independent renderings would have pro-
duced a more representative evaluation of methods.

By identifying properties of textures which have consistently not
been synthesized as well as the reference, we hope to help advance
research in the field of example-based texture synthesis, so that al-
gorithms may be devised which handle any texture. Conclusions
drawn regarding relationships between the texture properties and
algorithm performance are informative, and hint to an area where
additional studies may make statistically significant findings.

In future work, it will be beneficial to take into account user’s
preferences in application-specific environments, by performing
the study with printed textures, ceramic tiles, or inside virtual envi-
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ronments. The evaluation procedure with the proposed dataset re-
quires human interaction, and it would be beneficial if quality as-
sessment could be performed automatically. Finally, chosen prop-
erties and textures may need to be extended, either because future
improvement is likely to solve the 12 proposed textures, or because
certain applications may require texture properties not explored
here, such as embossing or linear features. New textures may be
found by first preparing a large dataset, then finding a representa-
tive subset.
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